
The UPLIFT Desk gives you the freedom to set up the components like the keypad, control box, and any extra options like  
a keyboard tray or CPU holder, however you’d like! Before you start installing anything, take a moment to decide how you’d like your 
desk configured. Below are few suggestions to get you started. Consider how you will use your desk, and make this desk your own!

(all diagrams depict an UPLIFT frame on a  72” x 30” desktop)

Our C-Frame

The UPLIFT Desk is a C-Frame frame that offers ample  
depth from the front of the desktop to the crossbar,  
allowing room for mounting accessories underneath.

All desks include a keypad and a control box.  
The control box is like the ‘brain’ for the desk.  
It can be mounted in several places, and was  

designed to fit between the crossbar rails.

Keyboard Tray
With the optional crossbar center rails installed, a shorter keyboard tray track is required. 

Note: the 21’’ track will not fit by itself. You will need a track spacer (see section at bottom of page) 

CPU Holder
When determining where to place your CPU Holder, account for the width and depth of your computer.

Please note: on a 48” wide desktop, the CPU Holder is best mounted behind the crossbar with the track parallel to the back edge of the desktop.

Track Spacer
To maximize the space under your desk, use an UPLIFT Track spacer to mount your longer keyboard tray track and CPU holder track 

can fit over the UPLIFT Desk’s frame ends and crossbars.

You may also mount it parallel to the front of the desk,  
if that would better fit your needs.

On a C-frame UPLIFT Desk, there is enough depth to mount  
a 16” CPU holder track perpendicular to the front of the desk. 
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Copyright Notice: This guide is a component of the UPLIFT Desk™. This guide is a part of the scope of delivery, even if the item is resold. This guide is also available on 
the UPLIFT Desk website: upliftdesk.com. Excerpts or copies may not be forwarded to third parties or used in any other published form without the prior written consent 
of UPLIFT Desk.

These instructions are subject to United States copyright law.
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